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THE MOVIE!!!!
Once upon a time in
feeling

Place #1

we needed to learn the THING and THE MOVIE.

Place #1

Adjective

waiting for that

Adjective

you are locked inside and watching THE MOVIE with a
tv screen. Teachers tell us not to

Adjective

Verb

to stop! But of course

Verb

Adjective

in

Verb ending in ing

HD TV with a

Adjective

about inapropiate things in

but

Place #2

they show us innapropiate stuff on THE MOVIE! I get it that they want us to know about it. Trust me, WE
ALREADY KNOW! I guess it is their way of getting away with
subjects in

Place #2

Verb

#1

about it in

about

Adjective

. But what they don't think about is how we feel about it with the whole

in the same

Place #1

Verb ending in ing

Place #3

Place #2

. Imagine if that was you in that
but that is with my

Verb

Place #1

. Ok i admit that I

friends, not the whole

Place

including teachers which makes it even more unconfertable then it would be without. So if you are a

teacher reading this please note this and try to stop making us unconferable. But most importantly, if you you
don't want us to
Verb

Verb

about innaproppriate stuff in

ABOUT IT!
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Place #2

then don't show THE MOVIE or

